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Robo 5 takes the cool steampunk style and draws it into fun, cartoon artwork to provide hours of both casual and intense gameplay. The concept of the game is simple, but you can tell that the developers really had the goal of accomplishing that. It's hard to argue with the combination here, especially when it's free to play for a large set of
levels and it's just $1.99 to unlock it all. Wait with us after the break and see a little more about what makes Robo5 a fun game. Robo5 is as simple as it looks to understand the control and interface, but there are a lot of more advanced tricks that will help you later. You are a cartoon robot, and the goal is to climb a structure of boxes and
platforms to reach the exit from the very top. The first set of levels serve as a primer to get the game's controls and mechanics hanging. It uses a mix of quick signals at the top of the screen as well as shows proper swipe speed to cross the point with one hand. Once you get the controls and mechanics down, things are pretty simple. You
(as, robots) use all manners to push, pull, jump and climb to achieve the structure. For normal movement, you tap on a position that will take your character to just one box (or location) at a time. Side tapping lets you hang and go into boxes, while tapping the top makes you jump. Wooden boxes can be manipulated with swiping in the
direction you want them to move, while steel boxes get stuck where they are. If cartoon styling was no indication, we're not looking at realistic physics in Robo5. It takes something to get used to, but the boxes will continue to be fully supported and float until they are touching another surface on at least one shore. It seems trivial in early
levels, but is the only way to complete some of the later levels. Once you stop forgetting the mechanic, you will be able to use it to your advantage to scale the tower faster. When it comes to time, the points system is based on the number of bonus boxes you collect, the time it takes to complete it, and the number of power-ups found
along the way when you complete the levels. Then you get a star rating -- one, two or three -- depending on how different components add up. At some milestones to unlock stars, you start accessing diary levels. If you're not impressed by regular-level complexity, you're in for some fun with the diary — they put your puzzle solving skills to
the test. A free version of Robo 5 is available with a limited, but really quite large, set of levels to play. With an in-app purchase of $1.99, you'll unlock all 40 levels, 8 diaries and 2 different endings of the game. If the style and gameplay seem interesting to you, definitely try Robo 5 on the Play Store link above. For this game Is more than
you can see The look offers a fantastic mix of casual gameplay and tough puzzles all wrapped in beautiful graphics. Nintendo's Mea Culpa continues for people buying Nintendo 3DS at the original asking price. The producers of Nintendo DS— the best-selling handheld video game system of all time— were surprised when they learned
that its new system was malfunctioning. Even if it was 3D! The lack of solid play was most frequently cited due, and DS's dominant position made it difficult for people to get excited about the new 3DS. It also hasn't helped that many of Nintendo's features were brokered for new hardware, including Netflix, Nintendo e-shop and a web
browser, were not yet available and no confirmed date of release dates was given. As for product launches, it was made up of failed. And then there was the price. $249.99 is a fairly reasonable price for a device that can do everything 3DS claims it can do, but if there's no good game and some of the best features aren't out yet, that price
tag gets a little harder to ingest. It probably didn't help much that Sony kicked the sand in Nintendo's face by introducing the ridiculously more powerful and Wi-Fi-friendly PlayStation Vita at a $249.99 price ($299.99 with 3G). Not surprisingly, not sold well in hand, and only 830,000 people have bought 3DS since launch. This number is
disappointing compared to Nintendo DS, which sold 144.6 million units as of December 2010, and is lower than the estimated sales of 16 million units in the first year. So in response, Nintendo decided to try to win back public discussion by significantly reducing the price of 3DS to $170 by August 12. But what about all the poor suckers
that bought their supposedly luxurious and game-changing device (no pun intended)? Before 830,000 wondered if they were, Nintendo decided to do what to do to please them. Last week, the publisher/producer/developer announced that it would give its loyal fans 20 free downloadable games from Nintendo NES and Game Boy Advance
Library. Ten of those games had already announced five NES titles, including Zelda, Balloon Battle, Donkey Kong Jr., Ice Climber and Legend of Super Mario Brothers, and five GBA games including Mario vs. Donkey Kong, Metroid Fusion, Mario Kart: Super Circuit, Yoshi Island: Super Mario Advance 3 and WarioWare, Inc. Nintendo
claimed that the rest will be announced in the coming weeks, and the company seems to be good for it as two more titles have been announced via the website GamesRadar: Kirby and The Amazing Mirror and a titled Super Mario Advance 4's Mouthful: Super Mario 3 (which is a remake of the classic NES game, Super Mario Bros. 3).
More titles will be announced in the coming weeks. The free downloadable game is a good move from Nintendo, who will have to know that the launch of 3DS was muffled. There are several big-name titles due later this year, but people that shell out $249.99 for an unfinished and somewhat rushed product were left with a red face and
figurative cartoon-like steam coming from their ears when their product loyalty and excitement for 3DS paid $80 more and received significantly less than the ones it was rewarded by buying just a few months later. It's also highest on Nintendo's mind that with Wii U coming next year, the company can't afford to isolate some of its most
loyal fans. 10 downloadable games from the NES Library will be available to early 3DS owners on September 1, and titles will be available for everyone to buy shortly. The 10 GBA games will be available by the end of the year. Editors' recommendations for PlayStation 4 iMore 2020 puzzle games are a great way to enjoy yourself and
flex your mind at the same time the best puzzle games. PlayStation 4 may not have a lot of puzzle options, but it makes up for it with quality games. You can help a mouse on a grand adventure, explore an island involved in puzzles, and even delve into a military complex full of monochrome threats. Of all the options available, Sakshi
offers over 400 puzzles in a beautiful setting that will make you think while playing. Before you even start, you will fall in love with the witness. This is a beautiful game with over 400 different puzzles to solve. Each frame is packed with vibrant colors and includes plenty to see and island. While the graphics aren't super realistic, they are a
visual feast with bright vivid greens and rich oranges for trees, true blues for water and sky, and dark brown for earth and mountains. It lends a singular wind to the game and it's not too smooth to come alive even when the textures play. Gameplay in Witness seems easy at first. There are puzzles inside a beautifully rendered world:
hundreds of puzzles. Each single grid is a 2D representation of the map that you solve using different methods. They start easily; So easy, actually, that you can be a little cocky. However, that changes rapidly. In many cases, you'll take part in a fairly easy puzzle that teaches you a new method to solve far more difficult next to it. You'll
move from puzzels that take a few minutes in complex solutions that can take a better part of an hour to work. One thing that witness is really lacking is a cohesive narrative. It's a game about solving puzzles, and not more than that last. While this may be a turnoff for some gamers, it's actually pretty refreshing. There are no random
characters spouting from nonsense, just some hidden audio files that you can play from time to time Instead, your goal is to complete the puzzle and there's a lot to enjoy here. Overall, Sakshi delivers a top-tier experience for anyone who loves brain teasers. Beautiful graphics add to the experience. The game is never cynical in how to
solve something, and it teaches you new ways to complete every puzzle you come across before upping the former with something new. Gorgeous art style to solve hundreds of puzzles you can walk away from puzzles and come back to them later any emotional connection to game puzzle events can be quite difficult in late games an
empty island, hundreds of unsolved puzzles find an empty island and solve more than 400 different grid based puzzles that will scratch your head as you discover solutions. The inner world is painted in dark colors. Pitch black and moody grey here and there dominate the environment with only a few pops of color to give more depth to
things. Limbo, Inside's followup is another 2D platforming puzzle game. In the early parts of the game, you will break into a military complex and things only get awkward in the campaign you go. The mechanics below try to simplify the gameplay as simple as possible. You have a button to jump, and another to interact with the
surrounding environment, with movement through each level. Different methods are required to solve the puzzle you come to. Sometimes you'll need to move the item around, while you need to take advantage of the platforming to meet other objectives. Inside is also a sequel to another awesome puzzle game: Limbo. Now you can snag
both at the same time with an awesome double pack that gives you access to even more brain teasing puzzles to solve. Many instructions or tutorial campaigns for solving gorgeous graphics great physics based puzzle mechanics are not only three hours long you are going to die. A very perfect blend of platformer and esoteric combs
through a mysterious military complex full of brain teasing puzzles. If you get stuck, try your hand at Limbo, the first installment in this series and part of this excellent set. Talos theory blends fun puzzle-based gameplay with a philosophical quest to figure out who you are. Dropped in the middle of ancient ruins that may be real, or may
have some sort of wacky simulation, you'll have to figure it out to solve the puzzle. Complicating it is the voice of Elohim. According to him, you can win eternal life if you solve all the riddles. Mechanics insist on thinking about your actions when you're trying to solve each puzzle you come across. Instead of being quick, being intentional
serves you much better as you manipulate cubes and lasers, among other things. The gameplay starts quite easy, but don't be fooled. This is not long before the solution you need There are complex multi-step ordeals. Philosophical questions and answers come with you apart from aspects of gameplay puzzle solving. It's unclear
whether you're actually a person and the game explores humanity through a variety of different interactions. These also include quotes from philosophers such as Terminal, Audio Log, Email and William Blake. More than 100 puzzle generation is easy to solve amazing graphics gameplay Starting the lack of a tutorial is frustrating that
humanity solves puzzles, investigates your humanity, and solves the mystery of a doomed world. The art style of the previous Guardian immediately takes you to a different world. Light grey and greens, full of huge ruins and decay, it's as magical as it is dangerous. The whole point of the game ruins you have to avoid your bird dog
companion, find yourself in yourself with the help of Trico, and the ruins are a major part of the game you run through. You have to work the puzzle and decide which parts of the environment can climb, jump across, or destroy to do so. There are only two real characters in this game: the boy you control and trico, a huge bird-dog creature

trapped inside the ruins. When you first come across Trico, he's not in a good way and just has this side of being a violent beastie. However, as you play, he shifts to become your most loyal defender and friend, and without his help neither of you will ever escape the ruins. What the last Guardian does well, it does really well. But there
are a lot of issues that keep this game from being stellar. You never fully control trico and this can be problematic because you need it to solve many puzzles. It's extremely frustrating to know how to solve a puzzle, but can't do so because your partner refuses to cooperate. Similarly, camera angles are often terrifying and you regularly get
a screen that is obscured by trieco's massive winged frame. Great storylines Fantastic Art Style Trico's superb camera angles are frustrating control lacking finesse puzzles disturbing finicky a boy and his bird dog work together with Trico to escape the ruins and find a friendship you never expect along the way. Having a mouse doesn't
mean you're not brave. Moss's story revolves around a small pen-name mouse. He should go on a huge adventure when kidnapped by his uncle Sarffog, a fire-breathing snake that has taken over their small world. The whole game is inside a storybook and, from the opening volley to the last moment, it's the best VR puzzle game
available on Magical and PlayStation VR. During your gameplay, you don't play as quill. Instead, you are a reader; The whole game is inside a story book. While there are some combat mechanics, the big part of the gameplay is the puzzles you face The way. These start simple and become more difficult from there. They never quite
reach the point of making you want to bang your head against the wall, but some of them require something some tries to explore. This is especially true when you're dealing with time-based puzzles that require you to jump between platforms to finish. Using sign language for conversation is awesome adorable graphics fun gameplay
mechanics only four hour long PSVR issues can create motion sickness for some players Quill become a reader in a game that is also a story as you graft on an epic mouse-shaped adventure. Unravel took the usual trick of a physics-based platformer and tweaked it by putting you in charge of a bundle of threads. Yarnie was a red bundle
that could race through each level, jump, swing and rapal. Now with 2 knowing, a second yari joins shennigans in blue, or any of the other colors available. While the second game can be played all by itself, it's far better with a friend. That's because Unravel 2 delivers a co-op experience that requires more than just two bodies running side
by side across the screen. There are no new aspects to the gameplay, but the game itself is fine for two players. The puzzle you run into requires true collaboration both on and off screen. Off-screen you have to communicate with your partner as the puzzle requires precise time to complete. If you get stumped, there's a strong signal
system that will help you, but trial and error are the best way to figure out what comes next. On the screen, it translates to a player holding a thread, while the other makes rapels, swings, bridges, and much more. The world of Unravel also comes alive with great graphics. Yarnie is a small creature which means the perspective you play
from has grown exponentially into super. You will often blow normal objects to huge sizes in perspective. Since yarnies are barely taller than blades of grass, it means finding random objects on the ground such as sportsks, or climbing sticks above which will barely be as long as a person's shoes. Best of all, both of you unravel the original
and unravel in a double pack 2 can let you play through all the best compelling perspective puzzles. Fun gameplay mechanics are key to beating awesome graphics collaboration levels The error method of testing and solving puzzles can feel monotonous story that doesn't feel particularly better with friends' runs, jumps, swings and rapels
through a vast world as yarnie. Do it with friends and you get a hilarious cooperative experience that should not be missed. Every puzzle game that has its own version of great brain teasers to play through our list. Many of these options are a few years old, but its That they are more economical to play, and while they all offer an excellent
experience, the best witness is definitely. Witness Witness An empty island full of puzzles for life, thanks in part to excellent graphics that drip your screen in color and detail. When you add more than 400 different puzzles that run the gamut from super simple to frustratingly difficult, it's easy to see what makes the best puzzle game
available on PlayStation 4. Credit – The team that worked on this guide Jane Karner has been an avid gamer for more than twenty years. She's spent hours banging her head against the wall trying to solve the puzzle, but always ends up coming back for more. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Know more. More.
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